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alejandro jaime
works



1978 / Lima, Perú

Bachelor of Fine Arts, major in painting and freelance photographer with studies on Landscape, 
Public areas and ephemeral architecture. He has developed an interdisciplinary work focused on 
peripheral areas which suggest and evoques limits, hè s also interested in territorial tensions 
between the center and the borders, cultural relics and symbolic and social relationships of the 
urban human been with these spaces.
He has received grants for artist residencies in Argentina, Ecuador, Germany, USA and Mexico, 
where he exhibited his proposals. He has been a finalist in major competitions in the country and 
has received several honors. His artwork is featured in several especialized art publications.

alejandro jaime



Frontera
Oil on canvas and cement
200 x 145 cm
2017

detail

no place



paisaje expandido / paisaje contenido I
Oil on photographic print on cotton paper

34 x 74 cm
2016 

serie: paisaje expandido/ paisaje contenido



paisaje expandido / paisaje contenido II
Oil on photographic print on cotton paper

50 x 80 cm
2016 



paisaje expandido / paisaje contenido III
Oil on photographic print on cotton paper

50 x 80 cm
2016 



paisaje expandido / paisaje contenido IV
Oil on photographic print on cotton paper

50 x 80 cm
2016 



holoceno



Todos los caminos conducen al fin de la tierra
oil on canvas
280 x 220 cm

2016

The animal is the symbol, moment and the 
landscape.
The sea wolf is the landscape of the 
underworld, it´s the transition,
The intermediate ground, shapeless and 
liquid,
Indefinite, foggy and dense;
The entrance to the boundary territory: 
mainland, sea and island.
It is the bearer towards the last win-
dow.
Holocene / Anthropocene.
The Landscape of the era of man, the 
unique landscape.
Prehistory is still watching us.



Atlas (poliptic)
Oil over paper and drawing

165 x 237 cm
2016



El Marval
oil on canvas

260 x 40 cm
2016

detail



centigrafía de la dislocación o el hombre perdido en su propio cosmos. oil on canvas, 320 x 305 cm, 2016



Espiral (el reptil del desierto)
mud and drawing

210 x 95 x 18 cm
2016

detail



supporting structures,
resistance and weathering exercises



koening johnson  alejandro jaime  
1977 /  Lima, Perú   1978 / Lima, Perú

“Supporting structures, resistance and weathering exercises” is an installation proposal that takes place 
in Wu Galería and was developed by Koening Johnson and Alejandro Jaime as a reflection of the creative 
occupation and the capacity of supporting that the institutions in the cultural and local context has. Its 
an attempt to see in a way of strata the structures that hold us, or seem to do it, from a personal view 
in correspondence with an institutional, to think and exchange his functions, foundations and gravity.

The most important link that both artist found while they where developing the project, was the 
uncertainly and permanently relation between the artist and the spaces where they developed: the lack 
of support architectures, that means institutions that promote and receive the creative production 
as a possibility assay. It recreates so the uncertainly of the institution in front of the market, 
a tension that characterizes us, and that was thought from the bases of the artistic production.

The exhibition questions the problematic of: how do we internalize the institutional vacuum that 
ironically seems to hold the artist practice? How and with which structures does the fiction that 
legitimizes the artist and his work in front of a more aggressive and with more resources market, 
holds itself? Over what does the institutional structure holds in front of this immediacy scenario 
and how does this reflection turns into an intimacy issue and becomes a creativity preoccupation?
 
This irresolution about the stability of the cultural context is translated to the personal experience 
of Johnson and Jaime, whom had suffered from various ailments in the column, essential structure that 
maintain us upright. The incapacity to support the own body worsened over the years and the invoice of 
the invested in the creative activity, generate pieces around the idea of the column and the vertebrae, 
as an architectonic element- sign the stability of the dorsal structure so as the institutional.



exhibition view



exhibition view



untitled II
installation of wood and metal structure

variable sizes
2015



untitled II
installation of wood and metal structure

variable sizes
2015



Untitled I
laser printing over concrete slab

97 x 50 cm /97 x 50 cm
2015



estructura de soporte I
cut glass, pvc and mdf

30 cm x 186 cm
2015



untitled I
drawing, ink and tar on paper

130 x 250 cm
2015



úroboro
concret assembly and plaster

110 x 100 x 55 cm
2015



arquitectura del soporte (recinto Nro. 1)
wood and marble
40 x 50 x 45 cm

2015



topografías del vacío



The works of the serie Topographies of the empty are framed in a process of reflection that covers 
various art projects on the scope of the idea of the   landscape, and its relationship with the 
“Nature” in a territory constantly transformed by human activity.
The artist have taken old topographical plans from different mines of Peru, where chronologically 
describe the exploited activities and terrain modifications tiered serving as support to project and 
create fictions about the areas extracted or exploited .
Is it possible to think of such absences and Landscapes they were? Are these modified areas 
susceptible monumental man, to be observed as “ landscape “?



topografía del vacío I
original topographic map intervened with oil 

plaster and play-dough
70 x 115 x 8 cm

2015



topografía del vacío I (detail)



topografía del vacío II
original topographic map intervened with oil 

plaster and play-dough
68 x 86 x 8 cm

2015



topografía del vacío II (detail)



topografía del vacío III (triptych) 
original topographic map, drawing on paper and concrete

56.5 x 99 cm
54 x 84 cm

56 x 27 x 5 cm
2014



topografía del vacío IV (triptych)
original topographic map, drawing on paper

topographic map intervened with oil
68 x 88 cm
68 x 88 cm
66 x 132 cm

2014



topografías del vacío 
Museo Convento de Santo Domingo Qorikancha Cuzco  

mixed media
variable measures

2014



extracción, los paisajes del vacío



In extracción, los paisajes del vacío  (extraction, 
landscape of the empty) Alejandro Jaime look 
at those big scale territory transformations- 
generated by mining and agriculture. Three 
paradigmatic places of history and geography of 
South America articulate the artist́ s speech: 
the peruvian andenes, Cerro Rico de Potosí 
(Bolivia) and Chuquicamata mine (Chile).  This 
geographic landmarks -modified by man to his 
advantage- set a new landscape in the territory 
and also shape a “new nature“ in the economic, 
social and cultural order.
Think in those places as: a triangular empty 
space in the shape of the hillside, in the 
internal structure ramified in the mountain, 
and in a huge gap in the Chilean desert as 
“positive landscapes”, because they are built 
in based on the idea and form of what no longer 
exists. This allows us to further define this 
fiction called Nature, that recreates reality 
and that we permanently incorporate into our 
imagination through art.



andenes I
instalation, iron structure and plaster

187 x 400 cm 
2014



andenes II
watercolor on paper

100 x 210 cm
2014



potosí I
assembly, pvc pipes coated with coca leaves, 

adobe and snuff
160 x 300 cm 

2014



potosí III (la venganza del armadillo)
digital printing and drawing

34 x 110 cm 
2014



chuquicamata II
collage of digital printing

168 x 112 cm 
2014

la torta
drawing and concrete

80 x 50 cm
2014



guggenheim
triptych , digital printing and drawing

107 x 100 cm 
2014



chuquicamata I
digital printing manipulated

112 x 275.5 cm
2014



paintings



Huayhuash
oil on canvas
200 x 300 cm

2014



nevado Jirishanca
oil on canvas

1.80 m. x 1.80 m
2013



The project Nevados is the result of a process 
of several years of observation and experience 
in the snowy mountains of the Peruvian Andes, 
From these travels, the artist’s interest will 
focus on showing the transformation of the 
snowy landscape, making evident the trace that 
the snowbreak begins to make visible. 

This set of oil paintings refers to the 
legitimization of those territories in 
transformation as Landscape. Condition set by 
the painting (from the representation and its 
traditional codes) presenting the new features 
of these territories that begin to dis-cover 
with the passage of time. Then arises, the 
relevance to direct our gaze to the landscape 
as an environment that is no longer the same, 
on which a new meaning of landscape begins to 
take shape.

nevado Pariacaca
oil con canvas
180 x 180 cm 

2012



nevado Rajuntay 
oil on canvas 
180 x 180 cm 

2013



Nevado Sinakara
oil on canvas
180 x 180 cm 
2012

Nevado Uco
oil on canvas
180 x 180 cm 
2012



Nevado Puyoc
oil  on canvas

1.80 m. x 1.80 m
2012



Centrigrafìa de la dislocación o el Hombre perdido en su propio 
cosmos

(mapa en espiral ) II
mixed media on paper

120 x 70 cm
2017



drawings



Pared IV from Nevados
pencil on paper 
60 x 50 cm 
2009



Montaña form Nevados
pencil on paper 
70 x 50 cm 
2009

Pared form Nevados 
pencil on paper 
70 x 50 cm 
2009



Huallaga is a project that 
reflects on the construction of 
a landscape on a deferred basis, 
that is to say, through mass media. 
The proposal suggests finding 
a landscape and its respective 
mental construction from sense 
experience and not from a reality 
constructed by media. The result 
is a multidisciplinary group that 
integrates, in various pieces, 
drawing, collage and photography.

Huallaga I. 
Installation of 16 photographs which documenting and connect the ends of the 
Huallaga River. Top half: The source of the river in the Andean lagoons, with the 
bottom half: its river mouth into the Marañon river in the Amazon. 
2 m. x 2 m.
2011



Huallaga II (12 Drawings) 
mixed media on paper
50 cm x 70 cm each one
2011



espina
pencil on paper
60 x 40 cm 
2012

cactus de barroso
mixed media on paper 
55 x 45 cm 
2012



installations



Nevado Fraile
Resin, fiberglass and vinyl

160 x 60cm
2016

How do you read a landscape today in an 
irreversible process of modification? 
How do the generations read and mean 
the same place, the same mountain when 
it will change, when a layer of “Nature” 
has melted and discovered its original 
appearance? What lessons, what form of 
emotion will they give you, and how?

The project Nevados looks for a 
fictitious image of the snowy, in its 
“Natural” form, its stone configuration 
without the ice that covers them, and 
a part of this representation, give 
it a different meaning as landscape. 
Indistinct, reversed, and at the 
same time related to reality through 
cartographic analysis.



Nevado Champara
Resin, fiberglass and vinyl

60 x 130 cm
2016



Pariacaca
Installation for HAWAPI’s residence 

in 2014 at Museum of Contemporary Art MAC
Transfer and resin, oil on canvas and video

Variable measures
2015



Doble Horizonte is a proposal that aims to draw a 
plastic correspondence between the two milestones 
of power of Lima City :
The San Cristobal Hill and the Government Palace.
The San Cristobal hill celebrated as patron 
deity of the Rimac River Valley by the Incas and 
the dominions of the valley, later baptized by 
Francisco Pizarro as a sign of both political and 
religious conquest in 1535 . Today it is the site 
of pilgrimages and syncretic rituals throughout 
the year .
The Government Palace which last remodeling by the 
architect Malachowsky in 1937 mimics the classical 
French mansion with courtyard in U , where the 
command ceremonies are exercised and currently 
plays the center of political power in the country.
Both landmarks as political and geographical 
references in different horizons as points of 
hierarchy, allow us to develop a re - reading of 
our city as a space whit memory and as a living 
environment, with constant tensions.

Doble Horizonte III. 
Sketches in higher dimensional format and three-

dimensional, who develop the tests on formal 
correspondences between the Palace and the Hill.

variable dimensions
2013



Superposition of views and floor
(Hill and Palace) and intersection of forms.
mixed media on paper
XX x XX cm 
2013



tensions between the two milestones of the 
city and the intermediate “public space” 
mixed media on paper
XX x XX cm 
2013



The palace government as a Huaca, the fiction of an intermediate center 
of power between Geometric / Architectural and Organic / Telluric.
mixed media on paper 
XX x XX cm 
2013

Palacio de Gobierno como a Huaca, sketches 
on the aesthetics of the notes of explorers 

as a record of the unveiled
ink on paper
XX x XX cm 

2013



Doble Horizonte I
Installation that evokes the ascent to San Cristobal hill, where a 
view of 360 degrees of the coble Lima skyline is observed.
wood and ink
variable dimensions
2013



Doble Horizonte II. 
Intermediate between Geometric / Architectural (Government 
Palace) and Organic / Telluric (Cerro San Cristobal). 
adobe and land
variable dimensions
2013



Territorios de límite is a project that is 
generated from two artistic residencies 
oriented towards a reflection on two 
specific neighboring landscapes: Shared 
Border (Ecuador) in which I walked through 
the border between Ecuador and Peru and 
the FONCA program (Mexico) where it was 
possible to live the experience of the 
border between Mexico and the U.S. 

The artistic proposal evidence an 
interest for the landforms in these 
territories, which could naturally 
define a border edge , highlighting the 
tension between natural and cultural 
barriers. All located on a large tract 
of homogeneous land where the landscape 
of border is charged with an invisible 
complex construction.

hemisferio (detail)
photography and cardboard model 
20 x 50 cm
2012



hemisferio
photography and cardboard model 
20 x 50 cm
2012



País
structure of photographies in diferent formats 
200 x 800 x 11.2 cm
2012



El Centinela (Triptych)
photography and drawing
70 x 200 cm
2012

Paisaje / Canal (Triptych)
photography and drawing
70 x 200 cm
2012



Habitar is a public space intervention 
that proposes a fictional trace as a 
memory retrieval of the city. By building 
a trail of one of the bastions of the 
old wall of Lima in the same place where 
the building existed in XVII. 
The work in the public space was designed 
as an installation for the gallery of 
the Centro Cultural de España en Lima, 
and later as a formal correspondence 
emphasizing the idea of   the trail and 
its plant layout.

Habitar
installation on public space
Adobe y grass
100 x 1400 x 180cm
2007



Habitar
installation
False floor, wire and grass
varible dimensions
2007



Area
installation, structure and  dug

100m2
2008



In the intervention Nuevos 
brotes (reforesting the dump) 
held in Vichayito creek, where 
authorities cut down endangered 
trees to expand the space 
containing the garbage from the 
surrounding towns, several trees 
are “seeding” symbolically, with 
the same trash, alluding to the 
need to preserve the different 
ecosystems of the area, as 
the dry forest and its natural 
hosts.

Nuevos Brotes
installation, cans and tubes of the same area

variable dimensions
2005



Nuevos Brotes (detail of the exhibition)
installation, cans taken to the gallery, 

and photographs of the dump
variable dimensions

2005



alejandro jaime
1978 / Lima, Perú

EDUCATION

2013  SEMINARIO DE PROCESOS DE INVESTIGACIÓN EN LAS ARTES PUCP. 
2012  SEMINARIO DE PENSAMIENTO CREATIVO PUCP
2011  Taller El paisaje Intervenido. CENTRO ESTATAL DE LAS ARTES  CEARTE. Ensenada BC, México.
2010  CCELIMA Seminario de Arquitectura Efímera y su implantación en el espacio urbano.
1996-2002 PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATÓLICA DEL PERÚ, Licenciado en Arte con mención en Pintura.
2007  EDITH SACHS Taller de Serigrafía.
2004  SEMINARIO La ciudad como laboratorio en el arte contemporáneo. Asociación Cultural Peruano  Bri 
  tánica, 
2002  1er TALLER DE VIDEOARTE, FAC. DE COMUNICACIONES PUCP.
2002–2003 TALLER DE FOTOGRAFIA, PUCP, Niveles I, II y III, 
1995  TALLER DE DIBUJO FEDERICO ESQUERRE, dibujo y modelado.

SOLO EXHIBITION

2016  “Holoceno”. Wu Galería, Lima. 
2014  “Extracción, los paisajes del vacío”. Wu Galería, Lima. 
  “Topografías del vacío”. Museo Convento de Santo Domingo Qoricancha, Cuzco,Perú.
2013  “Doble Horizonte”. Galería Municipal Pancho Fierro, Lima.
2013  “Proyecto Nevados”. Galería C.C El Olivar, Lima.
2012  “Territorios del Límite”. Galería Cecilia González, Lima.
2010  “Huallaga”. Galería Cecilia González, Lima.
2006  “Construcción”. Centro Fundación Telefónica, Lima.

GROUP EXHIBITION

2017       “No Place”, Lima. Perú.
2015  “Estructuras de soporte, ejercicios de resistencia y desgaste” exhibición bipersonal con Koening  
  Johnson. Wu Galería, Lima.
2015  “ETF! Examples to follow” Rauchmuseum, Alemania.
  Geumgang Nature Art Pre-biennal, Korea.
  “Trece interpretaciones del inicio y el fin”, Wu Galería, Lima. Perú.
  DE LA HUACA AL BOOM Centro Cultural Británico, Lima. Perú.
  MITOS DE HUAROCHIRI Biblioteca Nacional. Lima. Perú.
  EARTH ART Royal Botanical Gardens, Ontario, Canadá.
  Más allá de la forma: hacia un lenguaje conceptual Galería Adolfo Winternitz PUCP. Lima, Perú.
  ZONA MACO Feria de Arte Contemporáneo de Ciudad de México. México.
2014  “Terroir Nativas”. Coronel Suarez, Argentina.
  “HAWAPI 2014,Pariacaca”. Museo de Arte contempraneo de Lima MAC. Perú.
  “¡EJEMPLOS A SEGUIR! Expediciones en estética y sostenibilidad”. Museo Metropolitano de Lima.   
   Perú.
  “Madre Tierra”, Galería Petroperú, Lima, Perú.
  “Pequeño formato”, Museo El Castillo, Medellín, Colombia.



  
2013  “AFUERA”, Arte en espacios públicos, edición Pisco, Perú.
           “Materia Prima”. Centro de Arte Contemporaneo de Quito, Ecuador.  
  “Territorios”. Centro Cultural El Olivar, Lima, Perú.
  “Primera Década, Arte joven en Lima a inicios del siglo XXI”.   
  Instituto Cultural Peruano-Norteamericano,Perú.
  Nuestra identidad desde el Mar Arte Contemporáneo SURA.
  Afuera Arte en espacio público, edición Pisco. Perú.
2012  “Fragmentos”. Centro Fundación Telefónica, Perú.
  1ra Bienal de Fotografía de Lima. Circuito paralelo.
2011  “Aula LOT”. Centro Entre Nous.
  4ta Muestra de Arte Iberoamericano CENART/CCEMX, Ciudad de Mexico, México.
  “OSTRALE 011”. Messe Dresden, Alemania.
  “La Pintura, la guerra y el dialogo sobre el lienzo”. Centro Cultural Cori Wassi, Perú.
2010  “Arte Peruano Hoy”. Galería Isabel Aninat, Santiago de Chile, Chile.
  “Cahuachi: el paisaje y la ruina”. Sala Luis Miroquesada Garland, Lima, Perú.
  “El Motokekotaxi”. Centro Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Perú.
2009  “Paisajes Urbanos”. Instalación LOT, Edificio Sudamerica, Plaza San Martín. Lima, Perú.
  “I Concurso Nacional de Pintura del Banco Central de Reserva”. Museo del BCR. Lima,Perú. 
2008  “Proyecto Rímac: reflexión, aporte y recuperación desde el arte”. Centro Cultural de España, Lima, 
Perú.
  “La construcción del lugar común, proyectos de intervención”, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo MAC.   
  Lima, Perú.
2007  “Asentamientos espontáneos y Poéticas del Territorio”. Centro Cultural de España. Lima,Perú
    “II Concurso metropolitano de artistas jóvenes”. Galería Pancho Fierro. Lima, Perú.
2006  “Arte en Libertad” III Edición. Concurso de Artes Visuales MAPFRE. Lima, Perú.
   “Miradas de fin de siglo, Constelaciones”. Museo de Arte de Lima MALI. Lima, Perú.
2005  “Cartográficas”, Centro Cultural Ccori Wasi de la Universidad Ricardo Palma. Lima,Perú
  “VIII concurso de artes visuales pasaporte para una artista”. CCPUCP. Lima, Perú
  “VIII salón nacional de dibujo icpna”. ICPNA, Lima, Perú .

AWARDS AND DISCTINTIONS

2013  Selected Project for the call for art projects for artists and curators of the Municipality of 
Lima
2011  Selected Project for the FONCA program, Mexico
2010  Artist Grant and Fellowship for residency  I-Park Foundation, EE.UU

ARTISTICS RERSIDENCIES
 
2011  Residency Program for Latin American Artists FONCA. Mexico
2011  Dresden Ostrale 011. Alemania
2011  Residency Zona 30. Lima
2010  Residency URRA. Buenos Aires, Argentina
2010  Frontera Compartida Residency CEDIC – Ceroinspiración, Ecuador
2011  I Park  Foundation Residency  NY, EE.UU


